I learned early that all my observations are not positive or helpful, and not welcome, either. Still, I persisted in my honesty well into my life, and only somewhere after the age of thirty learned some part of discretion and the value of silence when nothing can be changed by speaking.

Yes, I have considered not saying this and not releasing and sharing the link that I am making available on my website, www.annavonreitz.com, because it is so unbearably graphic and so irrefutable for those who have been vaccinated already.

We are presented with photos of healthy blood cells reduced to misshapen, distorted things and damage that cannot be denied.

The nightmare is real. And we are left to consider the Bogey Men, who failed their Public Trust and Duty to protect the American people---- condemning millions of trusting innocents to death via a loathsome and wasting and man-made plague.

You will remember that the British Territorial Government responsible for the U.S. Military conscripted our health professionals as "Uniformed Officers" and required them to be licensed to practice medicine on U.S. Citizens. What if they are using these "officers" to wreck death and havoc, like any other military force?

Who betrayed us at the "dock" and set up the whole Birth Certificate scam?

Medical doctors.

Who promoted the use of Smallpox infected blankets to decimate Native American tribes?

Medical doctors.

Who covered up the terrible effects of electromagnetic radiation sickness?

Medical doctors.
Who among us continued to use treatments for chronic diseases that don't work long after any sane analyst would stop and look for other answers? Medical doctors.

Who lives in such fear of losing their license to treat U.S. Citizens that they can be easily leveraged and coerced? 

Medical doctors.

Who has to pass "boards" and meet continuing education goals and submit their every action to scrutiny? 

Medical doctors.

Who could be fooled into harming their patients simply by being told by the purported government that --- "You have to do this." Or worse, "Do this, and we will pay you $50,000 per case."

Medical doctors.

This Culture of Coercion, of Carrots in the form of payoffs, and Sticks in the form of malpractice claims, has turned medicine into a snakepit, where most medical doctors face repeated nasty political and legal challenges to their conscience and their livelihood and professional reputation.

Remember George McGovern? Democratic Presidential candidate in 1972? He was two bricks short of a load and otherwise a hulluva nice guy, unlike Joe Biden, who is two bricks short --- full stop.

George McGovern, who knew nothing about anything, decided that certain foods were bad, and armed with nothing more than his own hare-brained opinion, he rewrote the American Diet and made it the endlessly confusing and politicized morass of fads and lies that represent nutrition science today.

Eggs are bad; no, they are good. Butter is bad, but, no, well, butter is good. A lot better than hydrogenated vegetable oil.... oh, well..... Wheat is bad; no, wheat is good--- a vital source of fiber and B vitamins. Milk is bad, cholesterol is bad, bacon is bad, avocados are bad, coconut oil is bad, yoghurt is bad, bananas are bad, apples are bad ---- but no, wait, they are all actually good.

Just like the mandate that many cities adopted prior to the recent madness, requiring people to use their own cloth or plastic shopping bags to carry home groceries. Remember that?

Remember how funny it was when you showed up carrying your nice sturdy fabric shopping bag, and having those same dimwit clerks tell you that, no, you couldn't possibly use your own shopping bag! It was dirty! Unhealthy! It might have germs!
But the nasty fabric mask on your face didn't?

Do we need any more proof that these people setting themselves up as petty gods are ignorant nutcases incapable of a reasoned or logical or original opinion? There are a great many issues that politicians should never be allowed to touch.

Health and medicine are two of them. Science, more generally, is another arena which should be sacrosanct and outside the grasp of politicians and corporate moguls alike.

There is no mention of public health or private health in any Federal Constitution and this is not an oversight.

What if the clueless and controlled Medical Establishment was given half a billion doses of "vaccine", paid $1500.00 per shot, and let loose?

How many of our beleaguered "Uniformed Officers" would question the contents of those syringes?

And how many would have the courage to speak up, much less take a stand? And what business do any politicians or businessmen have making health decisions for the rest of us? Imposing their opinions on us? Or politicizing any aspect of medicine or science?

Those who care about medicine, about health, about actual science, must stand up against the abject craziness that has politicized science ever since the 1960's and all of us need to look at the microscopy photos of red blood cells before and after....

Go to: www.annavonreitz.com and look for yourselves. You can literally see what is happening and nobody has to tell you that it is bad beyond belief.

https://rense.com/general96/shocking-live-blood-analysis-after-vax.php

See this article and over 3100 others on Anna's website here: www.annavonreitz.com

To support this work look for the PayPal buttons on this website.